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Actions

1. Actions for the restoration from the
accident at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station

4. Actions related to the evacuation
prepared area in case of emergency

*After achieving Step 1

(Currently: May 17)

Release of radioactive materials is under control and
radiation dose is being significantly held down.

Radiation dose is in steady decline.

Obtain emergency temporary housing, etc., as soon as possible.
* Provide the housing starting from those living in evacuation shelters for long periods. Presently, the municipal governments
have specifically requested about 15,200 units. These are estimated to be completed by the first half of August. Any additional
units requested as measures for early completion by the municipal governments will be supported.
Give temporary access to evacuation areas. (1st
round)
*To be carried out sequentially from May 10
Prepare for the deliberate evaluation
(Find evacuation shelters, transfer farm
animals, etc.)

Take out vehicles., etc. *To be
started from the end of May

Carry out the deliberate evacuation
*Complete by end of May

Screening and decontamination of
residents

5. Ensure the safety and reassurance of
sufferers

Mid-Term Issues

2nd round

Assist business activities at the evacuation shelters, etc.

Estimate the exposure dose as a basis for health surveys of residents
*To start from May

Consider disposal policies for rubble,
sewage and sludge

Specifically consider and
implement the dismantling of
evacuation areas

3. Actions related to the deliberate
evacuation area

<Step 2 (around 3 to 6 months*)>

Monitoring and evaluation

2. Actions related to the evacuation
area

<Step 1 (Target: Mid-July)>

Long-term health management of local residents
* Specific methods to be considered based on the examination results

On-site investigation, consider processing methods, conduct the disposal

Investigate the radiation dose, etc., in
school and kindergarten yards, etc.

Carry out measures for the soil in school and kindergarten yards

Enhanced environmental monitoring
Create and announce estimated radiation dose maps, etc.

Continuous implementation of environmental monitoring (atmosphere, soil, seawater, sea-bottom soil) and evaluation
* Cancel the evacuation areas and provide continuous assistance for the return of residents

Grant employment adjustment subsidies and exceptions for unemployment benefits
Create jobs and assist employment using public works such as rubble removal and projects based on job-creation funds

6. Secure employment, and provide
support for farms and industries
7. Support the local municipalities in the
affected areas

Provide substantial guarantees for JA (Japan Agricultural Co-operatives) and JF (Japan Fisheries Cooperatives) Groups’ bridge loans
Expand loans and guarantees for small and medium-sized businesses
Support the restoration and business continuity of factories and
retail shops

Special assistance that offers long-term interest-free business funds, partnering with Fukushima Prefecture
*To be implemented from the end of May

Implement measures against harmful rumors and assist exports (PR activities in Japan and overseas, offer support for inspections, approach foreign governments, etc.)
Provide continuous support to affected municipalities and municipalities that are receiving sufferers.

8. Compensation to sufferers and
affected businesses, etc.

Hold the Dispute Reconciliation
Committee and announce the
preliminary guidelines

Create and announce the guidelines in sequential order
Summarize the interim guideline in July (covering the entire
nuclear damage)

Provisional lump-sump payment by
TEPCO to the evacuees

Provisional payment to businesses, etc.

Additional guidelines to be announced as
necessary
Receive applications and payout the
compensations

Investigate the situation of the accumulation of radioactive materials in soil, etc.
*To be conducted after May

9. Actions to assist homecoming

Experimental study of decontamination and improvement methods of soil, etc. *Carry out in phases after May
Decontaminate and improve the soil, etc.
*Carry out after cancellation of evacuation areas
Examine measures to reconstruct and revitalize local communities

Implement measures to reconstruct and revitalize the local
communities

